Suitable for OUTDOOR PATIO or INTERIOR Fireplaces

Site Built - Custom Unlimited Masonry Facing/Finishing Options

Tall, Shallow Firebox Design More Heat Transfer from Fire

Quick, Easy construction No Corbelling Limited Cutting

Pre-determined Construction Dimensions

Prefabricated Inner Components
Throat Smoke Dome Damper

Available in 4 Sizes 30” 36”, 42” and 48”
30”/36”/42”/48” Custom Rumford Fireplace

Rumford Components Supplied Include:

- Refractory Rumford Throat
- Smoke Dome
- Cast Iron Flat Damper*

All other required materials available from the local brick dealer/masonry supplier. This may include:

- Firebrick
- Refractory Mortar
- Flue Liners
- Concrete Blocks
- Sand and Mortar
- Commons
- Facing Materials
- Chimney Top

*Optional for Patio/Outdoor Installations

CHIMNEY POTS FOR PATIO FIREPLACES: Chimney pots will fail/crack because of thermal shock. It is recommended that chimney pots be at least 6’ above the smoke dome. However, if quick hot fires (ie. trash and paper) are made, there may still be risk to the chimney pot even at this elevation. Sandkuhl Clay Works, Inc. will not be responsible for chimney pot failure/cracking due to exposure to thermal shock.